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Observation of Transverse Λ/Λ¯ Hyperon Polarization in e+e− Annihilation at Belle
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We report the first observation of the spontaneous polarization of Λ and Λ¯ hyperons transverse to
the production plane in e+e− annihilation, which is attributed to the effect arising from a polarizing
fragmentation function. For inclusive Λ/Λ¯ production, we also report results with subtracted feed-
down contributions from Σ0 and charm. This measurement uses a dataset of 800.4 fb−1 collected
by the Belle experiment at or near a center-of-mass energy of 10.58 GeV. We observe a significant
polarization that rises with the fractional energy carried by the Λ/Λ¯ hyperon.
PACS numbers: 13.88.+e,13.66.-a,14.65.-q,14.20.-c
The Λ hyperon plays a special role in the study of the
spin structure of hadrons due to its self-analyzing weak
decay. The observation of large transverse polarizations
of Λ hyperons in unpolarized hadronic collisions over four
decades ago [1] was contradictory to the understanding
at the time that transverse single-spin asymmetries are
suppressed [2] in perturbative QCD. This tension helped
put in motion a program to study transverse-spin phe-
nomena [3], which has been a major focus of the hadron
physics community ever since. Even though there has
been tremendous progress in understanding transverse
spin phenomena, the original hyperon polarization phe-
nomenon [4] still eludes a definitive explanation. A real
difficulty is that, in hadronic collisions, it is not possible
to disentangle initial-state effects, related to dynamics in-
side the colliding hadrons, and final-state effects, related
to the fragmentation of the partons.
The fragmentation function (FF), describing the pro-
duction of transversely polarized Λ hyperons [5] from un-
polarized quarks, is denoted by D
⊥Λ/q
1T (z, p
2
⊥) [6, 7]. It
depends on the fractional energy, z, of the fragmenting
quark carried by the observed hyperon and the transverse
momentum of the hyperon, p⊥, relative to the parent
quark. Beyond its connection to the phenomenology of
Λ production, D
⊥Λ/q
1T has recently been a focus of intense
theoretical interest [7–11] because it is time-reversal-odd
(T-odd). It is known that the gauge structure of QCD-
universality is modified for the Sivers function, which
can be seen as the counterpart of D
⊥Λ/q
1T for the par-
ton distribution function [12–16]. The Sivers function
describes the transverse-momentum dependence of unpo-
larized quarks on the transverse polarization of the par-
ent nucleon, and the predicted sign-change of this func-
tion in semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering (SIDIS)
compared to hadronic collisions has been a focus of sev-
eral experimental programs [17]. The question of mod-
ified universality is equally important for FFs [9], and
an extraction of D
⊥Λ/q
1T would be the first measurement
of a T-odd and chiral-even FF. The chiral-evenness of
D
⊥Λ/q
1T arises from the fact that the fragmenting quark
is unpolarized, so this function does not have to be sen-
sitive to the spin of the quark. The chiral-evenness is of
importance as a test of universality: since the perturba-
tive QCD interactions conserve chirality, chiral-odd func-
tions appear only in combination with other chiral-odd
functions, so that the sign is difficult to determine. We
present here the first observation of the transverse po-
larization of Λ hyperons produced in e+e− annihilation,
from which D
⊥Λ/q
1T can be extracted.
A dataset of 800.4 fb−1 at or near
√
s = 10.58 GeV
collected by the Belle experiment [18] at the KEKB [19]
e+e− collider is used. For systematic studies and to
correct the data for detector effects, Monte Carlo (MC)
simulated events are generated using Pythia6.2 [20] for
fragmentation and Evtgen [21] for particle decays, then
processed with a full simulation of the detector re-
sponse based on a GEANT3 [22] model of the Belle
detector. This measurement considers the processes
e+e− → Λ(Λ¯)X as well as associated production e+e− →
Λ(Λ¯)h±X , where h denotes a light hadron (h = pi,K) on
the opposite side and provides additional information on
the fragmenting quark flavor [9].
Using the event-shape-variable thrust, T , a sample of
light and charm quark fragmentation events, e+e− →
qq¯, (q = u, d, s, c), is selected [23, 24]. The thrust T
is defined in the e+e− center-of-mass system as T =
max
∑
i
|Tˆ·pi|∑
i
|pi|
. Here, pi are the momenta of all detected
charged particles and neutral clusters in the event, and
4Tˆ indicates the unit vector along the thrust axis. All
charged tracks in the event, with the exception of the
Λ daughter particles, are required to originate within a
region of less than 2.0 cm in the transverse (r − φ) plane
and 4.0 cm along the beam (z) axis with respect to the
e+e− interaction point (IP). We require T > 0.8, which
reduces the contribution of Υ events to less than 1%. In
each event, we reconstruct Λ candidates from the decay
mode Λ→ ppi−. The daughter proton and pion are con-
strained to a decay vertex, and the four-momenta are
updated with the vertex constraint. The Λ candidate
is required to have a displaced vertex, consistent with
a long-lived particle originating from the IP. To further
suppress backgrounds, we require the likelihood (L) for
one of the daughter particles to be a proton (p) by re-
quiring L(p)/(L(p) + L(pi)) > 0.6. The light hadrons
in the associated production are selected in the hemi-
sphere opposite to the Λ, and are identified using the
likelihood ratios L(K)/(L(K) + L(p)) and L(K)/(L(K)
+ L(pi)). The identified muons and electrons are vetoed.
In particular, the ratios L(K)/(L(K) + L(p)) > 0.2 and
L(K)/(L(K) + L(pi)) > 0.6 are required to identify K±.
And L(K)/(L(K) + L(pi)) < 0.4 is required to identify
pi±. Hemispheres are assigned according to the thrust
axis, where the axis direction is chosen in such a way
that it points into the same hemisphere as the Λ, that is
Tˆ · pΛ > 0 and Tˆ · ph < 0. The polar angle of the light
hadrons ranges from about 0.4 rad to 2.8 rad in the e+e−
center-of-mass system.
The transverse momentum of the Λ, pt, is measured
with respect to either the thrust axis of the event, or the
momentum of the observed hadron in associated produc-
tion. We refer to these as the “thrust frame” and the
“hadron frame”, respectively. We define the direction
nˆ along which the polarization of Λ is investigated as
nˆ ∝ mˆ× pˆΛ, where mˆ is equal to Tˆ (−pˆh) in the thrust
(hadron) frame. Given a transverse polarization P of the
Λ, the distribution of protons from the Λ decays is given
by
1
N
dN
dcosθ
= 1 + αP cosθ, (1)
where N is the total signal yield, θ is the angle between nˆ
and the proton momentum in the Λ rest frame, and α =
0.642 ± 0.013 is the world average value of the parity-
violating decay asymmetry for the Λ [25]. Assuming CP
conservation, the value of α for the Λ¯ decay is of the same
magnitude as for the Λ with an opposite sign.
The Λ signal is clearly observed in the invariant mass
(Mppi−) spectrum, and the purity of the Λ (Λ¯) is about
91% (93%). A linear average of the cosθ distributions
of events in the sideband regions, [1.103, 1.108]GeV/c2
and [1.123, 1.128]GeV/c2, is subtracted from that in
the signal region, [1.11, 1.12]GeV/c2, to exclude back-
ground contributions. The transverse polarization of
the Λ is investigated as a function of zΛ and pt, where
zΛ = 2EΛ/
√
s. Four zΛ bins with boundaries at zΛ =
[0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.9], four pt bins with boundaries at
pt = [0.0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1.6]GeV/c, and five cosθ bins are
adopted in the thrust frame. To correct for detector in-
efficiencies, the dependence of the efficiency on cos θ is
derived from MC. Also, due to the smearing in the re-
construction of zΛ, pt and cosθ, bin-to-bin migrations
are expected. Based on MC, we find that in the thrust
frame, the bin migration is dominated by the smearing
in pt, which is caused by the resolution of the thrust
axis. Depending on the zΛ range, between 2% and 35%
of the events are falsely reconstructed in the adjacent
pt bins. An unfolding procedure based on the singular
value decomposition (svd) is used to correct the zΛ, pt,
and cosθ smearing and detector efficiencies simultane-
ously [26]. The sideband subtracted cos θ distributions
are used as input in the svd unfolding. The response ma-
trix is estimated from MC. The unfolded cosθ distribu-
tions are then self-normalized: R(θ) = N(θ)/〈N〉, where
〈N〉 denotes the averaged number of events in each cosθ
bin. The normalized cosθ distributions are then indi-
vidually fit using the function 1 + f0cosθ, where f0 is
a free parameter. The magnitude of the polarization is
P = f0/α. The obtained polarizations are displayed in
Fig. 1.
A significant transverse polarization is observed. In
general, the magnitude of the polarization rises with zΛ.
The pt behavior is more complex and depends on the zΛ
range. For zΛ > 0.5, where the Λ is the leading particle,
and for zΛ < 0.3, we observe rising asymmetries with pt.
In contrast, for intermediate zΛ, the dependence seems
to be reversed. This behavior may be caused by different
quark-flavor contributions in the different [zΛ, pt] regions,
as different quark flavors can give rise to different polar-
izations and kinematic dependencies. Based on MC [27]
studies, for Λ [28], in the highest zΛ bin, the s quark con-
tribution is dominant. In the intermediate two zΛ bins,
there is less s quark contribution compared to the high-
est zΛ bin. The contribution of u quarks, which could
produce polarization with a different sign compared to s
quarks, might cancel the s quark contribution and cause
the reversed pt dependence. However, it should also be
noted that there is a larger charm contribution in the two
intermediate zΛ bins [27].
Considering associated production of a light hadron on
the opposite side, four zh bins with boundaries at zh =
[0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.9] are adopted, where zh = 2Eh/
√
s.
In the hadron frame, the detector smearing effects are
found to be negligible because of the much better reso-
lution of −pˆh compared to that of Tˆ. Also, less than
5% of events are falsely reconstructed in the wrong zΛ or
zh bins. Thus, svd unfolding is not applied here. The
efficiency-corrected cos θ distributions are fit in the same
way as those in the thrust frame. Due to particle mis-
identifications, the purity of the pi+ (pi−) is about 91.8%
(94.8%) and that of K+ (K−) is 87.4% (69.8%), based
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FIG. 1. Transverse polarization amplitudes of inclusive Λ’s
as a function of zΛ and pt in the thrust frame. The top (a)
and bottom (b) plots display the results for Λ and Λ¯, respec-
tively. The sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties
are indicated by the error bars and the shaded areas show the
uncertainties from α.
on MC. The contributions from mis-identified h± are in-
cluded in the results without further correction. The am-
plitudes of the transverse polarization of Λ hyperons as a
function of zΛ and zh calculated in the hadron frame are
shown in Fig. 2. These results can give additional insight
into the quark flavor fragmenting into the Λ. In particu-
lar, in the low zΛ region, the polarization in Λh
+X and
Λh−X is significantly different, even showing opposite
sign and a magnitude that increases with higher zh. In
contrast, in the region zΛ > 0.5, the differences between
Λh+X and Λh−X are modest, although deviations can
still be seen.
We investigate the flavor of the (anti-)quark going into
the same hemisphere with the Λ particles using MC. We
find that the flavor tag of the light hadron depends on
zh and zΛ [27]. At low zΛ [28], the contributions of the
various quark flavors for Λ are nearly charge symmetric
in processes Λh+X and Λh−X . In general, the results
suggest that the Λ polarization from s quark fragmenta-
tion is negative because, in ΛK+X at high zΛ, where s
to Λ fragmentation absolutely dominates, the observed
asymmetries are negative. In Λpi−X and ΛK−X at low
zΛ, u to Λ fragmentation dominates, and the observed
positive asymmetries suggest that the u quark fragmen-
tation to Λ is positive. In Λpi−X and ΛK−X at high zΛ,
there is a larger contribution from s compared to low zΛ,
resulting in negative polarizations. For Λpi+X at low zΛ,
u¯ fragmenting into a Λ dominates, and the observed po-
larizations are negative. At high zΛ, s fragmenting into
Λ is dominant, resulting in negative polarization. The
sign of the Λ polarization fragmenting from d quarks is
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FIG. 2. Transverse polarizations of Λ’s observed in Λpi±X
(a), ΛK±X (b), Λ¯pi±X (c) and Λ¯K±X (d), as a function of
zΛ and zh in the hadron frame. The different panels show
the different zΛ regions as labeled on the plots. Error bars
indicate the sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties
added in quadrature. The shaded areas show the uncertainties
from α.
not well determined.
The results presented in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the
transverse polarization for inclusive Λ particles, includ-
ing those directly-produced from qq¯ fragmentations and
those indirectly-produced from decays. Based on MC,
about 30% of Λ candidates come from charm, mainly via
c → Λc, and in light quarks (uds) about 20% of the Λ
candidates come from Σ0 and 10% from Ξ decays. We
note that the strong decays, such as that of Σ∗, are con-
sidered as part of the fragmentation function. The charm
is expected to be different from light quarks because it is
much heavier, thus we need to also separately correct for
the charm contribution. To study direct fragmentation
of light quarks into Λ hyperons, also the contributions
from Σ0 and Ξ decays need to be taken into account.
6We analyzed Σ0-, Ξ- and D-enhanced samples. The D-
enhanced sample serves as a tag for charm events. The
Σ0 is reconstructed from Σ0 → Λγ, which practically sat-
urates the branching fraction of the Σ0 [25], and the Ξ
is reconstructed from Ξ− → Λpi−, which also saturates
the branching fraction of the Ξ, while D mesons are re-
constructed using D0 → K−pi+ and D+ → K−pi+pi+
modes. No hemisphere requirement is imposed on the
Σ0 or Ξ candidates. D candidates are required to be in
the opposite hemisphere. An invariant-mass window is
required to select the Σ0(Ξ, D)-enhanced sample. Events
without Σ0(D) candidates are referred to as the Σ0(D)-
suppressed samples. The Ξ-enhanced sample is found
having consistent polarizations with the nominal sample
within statistical uncertainties. Also, given the relatively
smaller contribution, Ξ is considered as part of the signal.
We correct for the feed-down from charm and Σ0 in light
quarks. The measured polarization can be expressed as:
Pmea = (1−
∑
i
Fi)P
prompt +
∑
i
FiPi, (2)
where P prompt is the polarization of signal Λ particles
from light quarks, Pi is the polarization associated with
the ith feed-down process and Fi is the fraction of the
ith process. The Fi are estimated from MC but scaled
according to measured cross sections for Σ0 [29] and D
mesons. We have three main processes for feed-down
production of Λ particles: from Σ0 decays in uds, from
Σ0 decays in charm, and from other sources in charm.
We have four measurements of polarizations with dif-
ferent Fi using four samples: Σ
0-enhanced-D-enhanced,
Σ0-enhanced-D-suppressed, Σ0-suppressed-D-enhanced
and Σ0-suppressed-D-suppressed. Then the feed-down-
corrected polarizations are determined by solving Eq. (2)
for the five zΛ bins in the thrust frame. We cannot con-
sider the transverse momentum dependence in either ref-
erence frame due to limited statistics. The bin-to-bin
migrations are not significant between different zΛ bins,
and hence the svd unfolding is not applied here. A factor
estimated from MC, which ranges from 1.1 to 1.3, is used
to correct for the detector smearing effects on the cosθ
distributions. The feed-down-corrected results are shown
in Fig. 3. Given the large uncertainties, no strong con-
clusion can be drawn from the results for Λ from charm
production or Σ0 decays.
Systematic uncertainties from the sideband subtrac-
tion are estimated by varying the scale factor of events
in the sidebands. When the shape used to describe the
background contributions under the Mppi− mass peak is
changed from a first-order to a second-order polynomial
function, the obtained scale factor increases from 1.0 to
1.3. The resulting variations on the polarizations range
from 0.000 to 0.002 for different bins and are assigned as
systematic uncertainties.
The covariance matrix due to the MC statistics in the
svd unfolding is assigned as a systematic uncertainty.
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FIG. 3. The unfolded transverse polarizations of prompt Λ’s
from uds fragmentation (blue crosses) and Λ’s from Σ0 → Λγ
decays (red squares) in uds fragmentation, compared to the
original polarizations observed for inclusive Λ’s (green dots),
as a function of zΛ in the thrust frame. Error bars show the
statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature.
The shaded areas show the uncertainties from α.
The resultant uncertainties range from 0.001 to 0.016 for
different bins. The reconstructed zΛ and pt distributions
are found to be slightly different in data and MC. The re-
sponse matrix of the MC thus is varied according to these
differences and the changes on the obtained polarizations,
which range from 0.000 to 0.033 for different bins, are
assigned as systematic uncertainties. For the feed-down-
corrected results shown in Fig. 3, the uncertainties of the
correction factor for detector smearing from limited MC
statistics are assigned as systematic uncertainties.
We estimate the systematics from possible non-linear
cosθ contributions by adding a second-order term to the
fitting model, described as f0 + f1cosθ + f2cos
2θ, where
f0, f1 and f2 are free parameters. The differences in the
extracted polarizations (f1/α) from the nominal values,
ranging from 0.0000 to 0.0003, are assigned as system-
atic uncertainties. All systematic uncertainties are then
added in quadrature. In addition, the scale uncertainty
from the decay parameter α [25] is assigned and displayed
separately as shaded areas in the figures.
We perform two checks to verify that our measurement
is not biased. First, the reference axis is replaced by
nˆ′ ≡ ±pˆΛ × nˆ, which is still normal to the Λ direction
but in the Λ production plane. Second, we use event
mixing by reconstructing Λ candidates using a proton
and a pion from different events. No significant bias is
observed.
7In summary, we have studied the transverse polariza-
tion of Λ(Λ¯) in the inclusive processes e+e− → Λ(Λ¯)X
and e+e− → Λ(Λ¯)h±X with the data collected by Belle.
A significant transverse polarization is observed, which
is the first such observation in e+e− annihilation. Its
magnitude as a function of zΛ and pt is presented, and
increases with zΛ as predicted [9]. The results are consis-
tent between inclusive Λ and Λ¯ production. By selecting
an identified light hadron in the opposite hemisphere,
we obtain sensitivity to the flavor dependence of the ob-
served polarization. Strong flavor dependences are seen
in the Λ(Λ¯)h±X measurements. Our results suggest posi-
tive polarization for u (u¯) quark fragmentation to a Λ (Λ¯)
and negative polarization for s (s¯) quark fragmentation
to a Λ (Λ¯). A conclusive understanding needs more dedi-
cated studies with theoretical calculations. Furthermore,
we attempt to separate the contributions for directly-
produced Λ particles from light quarks and those from
charm and Σ0 decays. The results presented in this Let-
ter provide rich information about the transverse polar-
ization of Λ hyperons and will further contribute to the
understanding of the fragmentation processes in Λ pro-
duction. These results will also be useful to test the uni-
versality of T-odd FFs, in combination with data from
hadron collisions [1, 30–34] and future SIDIS data.
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8Supplement to the publication: Observation of Transverse
Λ/Λ¯ Hyperon Polarization in e+e− Annihilation at Belle
This supplement provides more detailed information
accompanying the Letter “Observation of Transverse
Λ/Λ¯ Hyperon Polarization in e+e− Annihilation at
Belle”.
In Fig. 4, we show the invariant mass of p and pi−,
where a clear Λ signal can be seen. Fig. 5 and 6 dis-
play the cosθ distributions and the svd-unfolded cosθ
distributions, respectively, for two bins in the thrust
frame: 0.4 < zΛ < 0.5; 0.2 < pt (GeV/c) < 0.5 and
0.4 < zΛ < 0.5; 0.5 < pt (GeV/c) < 0.8. The numer-
ical results of transverse polarizations of Λ’s observed
in the thrust frame and with associated production in
the hadron frame are listed in Table I and Table II, re-
spectively. Table III displays the transverse polarizations
for measured inclusive Λ’s, and the unfolded results for
prompt Λ’s in the uds sample and Λ’s from Σ0 decays in
the uds sample in the thrust frame.
We investigate the flavor of the (anti-)quark going into
the same hemisphere with the Λ using MC, which is gen-
erated by Pythia 6.2. The composition of quark flavors is
displayed in Fig. 7 for inclusive Λ’s and Fig. 8 for Λ’s in
the associated production with light hadrons (pi±, K±).
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FIG. 4. Distributions of invariant mass of p and pi− as Λ candidates (left) and invariant mass of p¯ and pi+ as Λ¯ candidates
(right).
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FIG. 5. The efficiency-corrected and normalized cosθ distributions in two specific [zΛ, pt] bins. The top and bottom plots show
the distributions for inclusive Λ and Λ¯, respectively, where the detector efficiencies are estimated using MC samples.
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TABLE I. Transverse polarizations, expressed in percent, observed in different [zΛ, pt] bins for inclusive Λ and Λ¯ in the thrust
frame. The first, second and third uncertainties are statistical, systematic and due to α, respectively. The second and third
columns list the averaged zΛ and pt.
zΛ, pt (GeV/c) < zΛ > < pt > (GeV/c) Λ (%) Λ¯ (%)
[0.2, 0.3], [0.0, 0.2] 0.25 0.13 1.98 ± 0.65 ± 0.31 ± 0.04 -0.09 ± 0.71 ± 0.26 ± 0.00
[0.2, 0.3], [0.2, 0.5] 0.25 0.34 -0.78 ± 0.24 ± 0.15 ± 0.02 -0.69 ± 0.25 ± 0.18 ± 0.01
[0.2, 0.3], [0.5, 0.8] 0.26 0.60 -0.33 ± 0.32 ± 0.16 ± 0.01 -0.34 ± 0.35 ± 0.21 ± 0.01
[0.2, 0.3], [0.8, 1.6] 0.28 0.88 -1.34 ± 0.88 ± 0.45 ± 0.03 -0.02 ± 0.95 ± 0.56 ± 0.00
[0.3, 0.4], [0.0, 0.2] 0.34 0.13 -3.01 ± 1.33 ± 0.54 ± 0.06 -2.29 ± 1.42 ± 0.61 ± 0.05
[0.3, 0.4], [0.2, 0.5] 0.35 0.34 -2.51 ± 0.35 ± 0.14 ± 0.05 -2.29 ± 0.37 ± 0.17 ± 0.05
[0.3, 0.4], [0.5, 0.8] 0.35 0.62 0.04 ± 0.42 ± 0.18 ± 0.00 -0.14 ± 0.45 ± 0.20 ± 0.00
[0.3, 0.4], [0.8, 1.6] 0.35 0.96 -1.17 ± 0.63 ± 0.30 ± 0.02 0.38 ± 0.66 ± 0.33 ± 0.01
[0.4, 0.5], [0.0, 0.2] 0.44 0.13 -6.83 ± 2.55 ± 1.25 ± 0.14 -3.08 ± 2.68 ± 1.52 ± 0.06
[0.4, 0.5], [0.2, 0.5] 0.44 0.35 -5.34 ± 0.66 ± 0.27 ± 0.11 -6.37 ± 0.70 ± 0.29 ± 0.13
[0.4, 0.5], [0.5, 0.8] 0.45 0.63 -4.31 ± 0.75 ± 0.31 ± 0.09 -3.03 ± 0.79 ± 0.34 ± 0.06
[0.4, 0.5], [0.8, 1.6] 0.45 0.99 -2.28 ± 0.93 ± 0.44 ± 0.05 -1.51 ± 0.95 ± 0.42 ± 0.03
[0.5, 0.9], [0.0, 0.2] 0.59 0.13 -3.98 ± 4.11 ± 2.41 ± 0.08 9.12 ± 4.22 ± 3.93 ± 0.18
[0.5, 0.9], [0.2, 0.5] 0.59 0.35 -4.66 ± 1.19 ± 0.87 ± 0.09 -7.43 ± 1.23 ± 0.51 ± 0.15
[0.5, 0.9], [0.5, 0.8] 0.59 0.63 -8.76 ± 1.18 ± 0.60 ± 0.18 -7.43 ± 1.21 ± 0.54 ± 0.15
[0.5, 0.9], [0.8, 1.6] 0.60 1.04 -6.70 ± 1.37 ± 0.56 ± 0.14 -7.41 ± 1.38 ± 0.73 ± 0.15
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TABLE II. Transverse polarizations of Λ(Λ¯) in percent observed in different [zΛ(Λ¯), zh] bins for processes e
+e− → Λ(Λ¯)h±X
(h = pi,K) in the hadron frame. The first, second and third uncertainties are statistical, systematic and due to α, respectively.
zΛ, zh Λpi
+X (%) Λpi−X (%) ΛK+X (%) ΛK−X (%)
[0.2, 0.3], [0.2, 0.3] -3.90 ± 0.40 ± 0.01 ± 0.08 0.49 ± 0.38 ± 0.26 ± 0.01 -2.83 ± 0.50 ± 0.12 ± 0.06 -1.41 ± 0.61 ± 0.17 ± 0.03
[0.2, 0.3], [0.3, 0.4] -4.74 ± 0.60 ± 0.18 ± 0.10 1.68 ± 0.58 ± 0.14 ± 0.03 -4.30 ± 0.76 ± 0.04 ± 0.09 -0.64 ± 0.88 ± 0.11 ± 0.01
[0.2, 0.3], [0.4, 0.5] -7.08 ± 0.86 ± 0.13 ± 0.14 2.33 ± 0.85 ± 0.20 ± 0.05 -4.71 ± 1.07 ± 0.16 ± 0.10 2.70 ± 1.20 ± 0.43 ± 0.05
[0.2, 0.3], [0.5, 0.9] -7.57 ± 0.99 ± 0.03 ± 0.15 3.72 ± 1.03 ± 0.31 ± 0.08 -12.02± 1.10 ± 0.35 ± 0.24 4.27 ± 1.30 ± 0.45 ± 0.09
[0.3, 0.4], [0.2, 0.3] -2.43 ± 0.39 ± 0.01 ± 0.05 -0.20 ± 0.34 ± 0.07 ± 0.00 -0.11 ± 0.45 ± 0.07 ± 0.00 -1.60 ± 0.60 ± 0.09 ± 0.03
[0.3, 0.4], [0.3, 0.4] -3.90 ± 0.60 ± 0.05 ± 0.08 -0.32 ± 0.53 ± 0.04 ± 0.01 -4.08 ± 0.66 ± 0.08 ± 0.08 -0.38 ± 0.91 ± 0.04 ± 0.01
[0.3, 0.4], [0.4, 0.5] -4.95 ± 0.90 ± 0.07 ± 0.10 -0.53 ± 0.79 ± 0.03 ± 0.01 -5.11 ± 0.94 ± 0.03 ± 0.10 -1.07 ± 1.30 ± 0.24 ± 0.02
[0.3, 0.4], [0.5, 0.9] -7.33 ± 1.07 ± 0.09 ± 0.15 1.75 ± 0.97 ± 0.10 ± 0.04 -8.80 ± 1.04 ± 0.11 ± 0.18 2.30 ± 1.43 ± 0.06 ± 0.05
[0.4, 0.5], [0.2, 0.3] -2.89 ± 0.51 ± 0.01 ± 0.06 -1.13 ± 0.45 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 -2.94 ± 0.58 ± 0.06 ± 0.06 -1.20 ± 0.81 ± 0.05 ± 0.02
[0.4, 0.5], [0.3, 0.4] -4.38 ± 0.80 ± 0.08 ± 0.09 -2.31 ± 0.69 ± 0.06 ± 0.05 -4.25 ± 0.82 ± 0.10 ± 0.09 -2.59 ± 1.25 ± 0.03 ± 0.05
[0.4, 0.5], [0.4, 0.5] -5.81 ± 1.22 ± 0.12 ± 0.12 -2.90 ± 1.03 ± 0.07 ± 0.06 -3.88 ± 1.13 ± 0.06 ± 0.08 -2.41 ± 1.78 ± 0.29 ± 0.05
[0.4, 0.5], [0.5, 0.9] -6.51 ± 1.44 ± 0.16 ± 0.13 0.41 ± 1.28 ± 0.03 ± 0.01 -9.84 ± 1.21 ± 0.13 ± 0.20 1.70 ± 1.96 ± 0.06 ± 0.03
[0.5, 0.9], [0.2, 0.3] -4.03 ± 0.65 ± 0.04 ± 0.08 -2.47 ± 0.59 ± 0.00 ± 0.05 -2.41 ± 0.74 ± 0.05 ± 0.05 -2.52 ± 1.08 ± 0.03 ± 0.05
[0.5, 0.9], [0.3, 0.4] -4.52 ± 1.01 ± 0.09 ± 0.09 -2.42 ± 0.90 ± 0.09 ± 0.05 -5.24 ± 1.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.11 -1.46 ± 1.64 ± 0.09 ± 0.03
[0.5, 0.9], [0.4, 0.5] -2.48 ± 1.53 ± 0.13 ± 0.05 -2.31 ± 1.33 ± 0.17 ± 0.05 -4.77 ± 1.36 ± 0.14 ± 0.10 -1.95 ± 2.31 ± 0.29 ± 0.04
[0.5, 0.9], [0.5, 0.9] -4.94 ± 1.79 ± 0.08 ± 0.10 -4.15 ± 1.60 ± 0.21 ± 0.08 -9.57 ± 1.35 ± 0.19 ± 0.19 0.29 ± 2.56 ± 0.53 ± 0.01
zΛ¯, zh Λ¯pi
+X (%) Λ¯pi−X (%) Λ¯K+X (%) Λ¯K−X (%)
[0.2, 0.3], [0.2, 0.3] 1.57 ± 0.39 ± 0.20 ± 0.03 -3.59 ± 0.40 ± 0.04 ± 0.07 -1.30 ± 0.63 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 -2.36 ± 0.52 ± 0.02 ± 0.05
[0.2, 0.3], [0.3, 0.4] 1.27 ± 0.59 ± 0.08 ± 0.03 -4.86 ± 0.61 ± 0.04 ± 0.10 -0.07 ± 0.91 ± 0.11 ± 0.00 -4.53 ± 0.77 ± 0.02 ± 0.09
[0.2, 0.3], [0.4, 0.5] 2.53 ± 0.86 ± 0.19 ± 0.05 -7.37 ± 0.88 ± 0.01 ± 0.15 1.15 ± 1.22 ± 0.29 ± 0.02 -5.66 ± 1.08 ± 0.07 ± 0.11
[0.2, 0.3], [0.5, 0.9] 3.10 ± 1.04 ± 0.34 ± 0.06 -10.47± 1.02 ± 0.24 ± 0.21 6.01 ± 1.32 ± 0.23 ± 0.12 -10.95± 1.14 ± 0.09 ± 0.22
[0.3, 0.4], [0.2, 0.3] -0.23 ± 0.35 ± 0.00 ± 0.00 -2.49 ± 0.39 ± 0.03 ± 0.05 -0.23 ± 0.62 ± 0.02 ± 0.00 -0.89 ± 0.46 ± 0.00 ± 0.02
[0.3, 0.4], [0.3, 0.4] -1.00 ± 0.54 ± 0.04 ± 0.02 -3.11 ± 0.62 ± 0.04 ± 0.06 -0.32 ± 0.94 ± 0.07 ± 0.01 -2.83 ± 0.67 ± 0.06 ± 0.06
[0.3, 0.4], [0.4, 0.5] -0.35 ± 0.81 ± 0.02 ± 0.01 -5.36 ± 0.93 ± 0.11 ± 0.11 0.29 ± 1.34 ± 0.05 ± 0.01 -4.80 ± 0.95 ± 0.09 ± 0.10
[0.3, 0.4], [0.5, 0.9] 0.16 ± 1.01 ± 0.03 ± 0.00 -6.25 ± 1.10 ± 0.18 ± 0.13 -0.94 ± 1.48 ± 0.04 ± 0.02 -9.58 ± 1.07 ± 0.23 ± 0.19
[0.4, 0.5], [0.2, 0.3] -1.79 ± 0.46 ± 0.03 ± 0.04 -2.48 ± 0.52 ± 0.02 ± 0.05 -1.50 ± 0.83 ± 0.07 ± 0.03 -1.30 ± 0.59 ± 0.08 ± 0.03
[0.4, 0.5], [0.3, 0.4] -1.99 ± 0.71 ± 0.05 ± 0.04 -4.32 ± 0.82 ± 0.10 ± 0.09 -0.18 ± 1.29 ± 0.04 ± 0.00 -2.26 ± 0.84 ± 0.00 ± 0.05
[0.4, 0.5], [0.4, 0.5] -2.18 ± 1.06 ± 0.02 ± 0.04 -2.69 ± 1.27 ± 0.08 ± 0.05 -4.65 ± 1.86 ± 0.22 ± 0.09 -5.97 ± 1.15 ± 0.12 ± 0.12
[0.4, 0.5], [0.5, 0.9] -0.68 ± 1.32 ± 0.04 ± 0.01 -8.34 ± 1.53 ± 0.16 ± 0.17 -1.41 ± 2.09 ± 0.30 ± 0.03 -8.26 ± 1.25 ± 0.10 ± 0.17
[0.5, 0.9], [0.2, 0.3] -2.45 ± 0.60 ± 0.03 ± 0.05 -1.96 ± 0.67 ± 0.03 ± 0.04 -0.84 ± 1.10 ± 0.03 ± 0.02 -5.08 ± 0.75 ± 0.07 ± 0.10
[0.5, 0.9], [0.3, 0.4] -1.76 ± 0.93 ± 0.06 ± 0.04 -5.26 ± 1.06 ± 0.25 ± 0.11 -2.13 ± 1.72 ± 0.12 ± 0.04 -6.09 ± 1.04 ± 0.05 ± 0.12
[0.5, 0.9], [0.4, 0.5] -2.05 ± 1.38 ± 0.05 ± 0.04 -4.17 ± 1.61 ± 0.09 ± 0.08 -5.77 ± 2.42 ± 0.30 ± 0.12 -6.21 ± 1.39 ± 0.14 ± 0.13
[0.5, 0.9], [0.5, 0.9] -1.73 ± 1.68 ± 0.04 ± 0.04 -5.34 ± 1.92 ± 0.10 ± 0.11 -5.10 ± 2.73 ± 0.35 ± 0.10 -8.28 ± 1.39 ± 0.11 ± 0.17
TABLE III. Transverse polarizations, expressed in percent, observed in different zΛ bins for directly measured inclusive Λ’s,
and the unfolded values for prompt Λ’s in the uds sample and Λ’s from Σ0 decays in the uds sample in the thrust frame. The
first uncertainty is the sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties while the second reflects the uncertainty from α.
zΛ inclusive Λ (%) inclusive Λ¯ (%) prompt Λ (%) prompt Λ¯ (%) Λ from Σ
0 decays (%) Λ¯ from Σ¯0 decays (%)
[0.2, 0.3] -0.64 ± 0.17 ± 0.01 -0.27 ± 0.19 ± 0.01 2.79 ± 2.91 ± 0.06 0.08 ± 3.10 ± 0.00 1.31 ± 9.09 ± 0.03 9.56 ± 9.58 ± 0.19
[0.3, 0.4] -1.33 ± 0.16 ± 0.03 -1.27 ± 0.15 ± 0.03 1.88 ± 2.90 ± 0.04 5.84 ± 1.57 ± 0.12 -5.65 ± 9.91 ± 0.11 -5.87 ± 1.95 ± 0.12
[0.4, 0.5] -4.35 ± 0.23 ± 0.09 -3.75 ± 0.22 ± 0.08 -8.74 ± 3.44 ± 0.18 -6.01 ± 3.53 ± 0.12 8.22 ± 10.04 ± 0.17 5.60 ± 10.30 ± 0.11
[0.5, 0.7] -5.67 ± 0.33 ± 0.11 -5.59 ± 0.34 ± 0.11 -13.25 ± 4.08 ± 0.27 -10.69 ± 4.12 ± 0.22 4.26 ± 9.05 ± 0.09 0.06 ± 9.21 ± 0.00
[0.7, 0.9] -6.98 ± 1.44 ± 0.14 -7.47 ± 1.43 ± 0.15 -9.29 ± 9.05 ± 0.19 -12.49 ± 2.32 ± 0.25 -4.03 ± 6.24 ± 0.08 -1.37 ± 18.13 ± 0.03
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FIG. 7. The flavor of the quark going into the same hemisphere with the Λ or Λ¯ in the inclusive process e+e− → ΛX (top)
and e+e− → Λ¯X (bottom) in different [zΛ, pt] regions. The Y axis shows the fractions from different quark flavors in a stacked
style.
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FIG. 8. The flavor of quark going into the same hemisphere with the Λ in e+e− → Λh±X (h = pi,K) in different [zΛ, zh± ]
bins. The Y axis shows the fractions from different quark flavors in a stacked style.
